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Criteria are given to determine the oscillatory property of solutions of the 
nonlinear difference equation: A%, + XI”! I p,&(un, Au “,..., Ad-lu,,) = 0, n = 
0, 1, 2 )...) where d is an arbitrary integer, generalizing results that have been 
obtained by B. Szmanda (J. Math. Anal. Appl. 79 (1981), 9O-95) for d = 2. 
Analogous results are given for the differential equation: z? + 
2: I Pi(t)f,(u9 u’,...9 u ‘d-r)) = 0, t > t,, which coincide with the criteria given by A. 
G. Kartsatos (J. Dzfirential Equations 6 (1969), 232-237; Proc. Japan Acad. 44 
(1968), 599-602) and H. Onose (Proc. Japan Acad. 44 (1968), llO-113; J. 
Differential Equations 7 (1970), 454-458; SIAM J. Appl. Math. 18, No. 3 (1970), 
7 15-719) for the case m = 1. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRoDLJCTI~N 
The purpose of this paper is to point out that the oscillation theorems for 
second order nonlinear difference quations recently obtained by B. Szmanda 
can be generalized to the following dth order nonlinear difference quation: 
Adu,, + fJ PinA(;:(Un, dun,***, Ad-‘U,) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (*d) 
I=1 
where d is an integer, even or odd, A is the difference operator, 
&,=u,+l-u,, Aku, = A(Ak-‘u,); pin, 1 < i < m, are real; 
f,:Rd-+R=(-cm+). 
The method here is based on using a formula which expresses multiple 
series by simple series and employs Abel’s Lemma. Some asymptotic 
behavior both for oscillatory solutions and nonoscillatory solutions of (*d) 
are obtained at the same time. 
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Throughout the context, conditions (c,) and (c,) below will be assumed 
without further mention: 
tcl> Pin > O for n > no> 0, 1 <i< m; 
(c2) u’j@‘, d,..., Ud) > 0 for u’#O, I<i<m. 
We will consider only such solutions which are nontrivial for all large n. 
A solution U, is said to be nonoscillatory if it is eventually positive or 
negative. Otherwise it is said to be oscillatory. 
It can also be shown that there exist the corresponding results for the 
following differential equation: 
u(d) + g pi(t)fi(u, ul,..., dd-l)) = 0 
i=l 
(*ii> 
in which the case of m = 1 was studied by Kartsatos [2,3] and Onose [4-61. 
In fact, the results we obtain for (ed) with m = 1 are discrete analogues of 
some theorems in [2-51 for (*i) with m = 1. The arguments used for (*i) are 
quite similar to those in [2-51. 
II. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Suppose there exists an index v, 1 < v < m, such that 
(0 fh’, u2,..., ud) is continuous at (u’, O,..., 0) with u’ # 0; and 
U’f”(U’, o,..., 0) > 0 with u’ # 0; 
(ii) C” nd-‘pan = co. 
Then, 
(a) for d even, every bounded solution of (*d) is oscillatory; 
(b) for d odd, every bounded solution of (*d) is oscillatory or tends to 
zero monotonically. 
Proof. We will prove only (b) since the proof of (a) is quite similar. 
Suppose that there exists a bounded nonoscillatory solution v,, of (*d). 
Without loss of generality, one may assume that v, is eventually positive, 
say v, > 0 for n > n, > 0. Then, by (c,), (c,), and (ed), we have Advn < 0 for 
n 2 n,. It must be that Ad-‘v,, > 0 for n > n,. In fact, if Ad-‘v,, < 0 for 
some n >n then Ad-‘v l/ 09 n,+l<OsinceA d- ‘v, is decreasing. Thus, 
n-1 
Ad-2v _ Ad-2 
n- v,,+, + c Ad-‘vn < Ad--2vn,+l 
n,t1 
+ (n - n, - 1) Ad-’ v,,+ 1 -+ --co as n-co 
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i.e., Adw2v, is eventually negative. Repeating the same process, it would 
happen that v, is eventually negative, a contradiction. Therefore one has 
lim n~a, Ad-b,, = ad-i, ad-i finite and nonnegative. It must be that 
ode, = 0. In fact, if (xd-i > 0, then Adw2v, = LI~-~v~, +Cf:,‘oAd-‘v, > 
dd-2v,0 + (n-n,) Ad-%,, -+ co as n+ co, and so lim,,, A%,, = 00 for 
0 Q k < d - 3, which contradicts the fact that v, is assumed to be bounded. 
Using the same arguments as above, one has 
(+ A%, > 0 and lim A%,, =0 for l<k<d- 1. (1) 
n+cc 
From Au, < 0 and v, > 0 for n > n,, one has 
lim v’, = a0 > 0. (2) n-+m 
Suppose that a, > 0. Denote G(n) = C~‘L 1 p,,f,(v,, Au, ,..., Ad- ‘v,J. By 
(ed), we have 
N-l 
Ad--b N=Ad-*vn- c G(s). 
s=ll 
If N-1 co, then, by (I), 
Ad-b, = f G(s) 
s=il 
and N-1 cc 
Ad-‘vN= Ad-‘v, + c c G(s). 
n,=n s=n, 
From this, we have (by letting N-, co) 
(3) 
Ad-zv -- ,, - nzn s$ G(s) = - f (3 -n + WW (4) 
I I s=n 
Consequently, by (1) and (2), it follows that 
for O<k&d-I (5) 
and 
for 1 < k<d- 2. (6) 
V,=a,+ .f (s-n+l)*+*(s-n++-1) 
(d - l)! G(s). .S=kl 
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From (7) and the assumptions (C,) and (C,) and V, > 0 for n > n,, one has 
vn>ao+ c 
m ts-n+l)~~*(s-n+d-l)p f@ ~V,,...,dd-lu) (8) 
(d - l)! “S ” $9 s . s=ll 
From assumption (i), i.e.,f, is contiuous at (ao, O,..., 0), and (1) and (2), one 
may choose n, @no) large enough such that 
.f,(v, 3 Av,,..., Ad-$,) > (1/2)fU(ao, 0 ,..., 0) > 0 for n>n, (9) 
and so 
u, > a0 + 1/2f,(a,, 0 ,..., 0) f (’ - ’ + l)(d’JSt)l ’ + d- ‘) p,,,. (10) 
.Y=ll 
For N > 24 it is trivial to have 
f (~/2)~-‘p,,< f (s-n+ l)...(S-n+d- l)p,.,. (11) 
n = N s=N 
This fact, together with (10) and the fact that u, is bounded imply 
C” nd-’ pun ( co. This contradicts hypothesis (ii) and proves the theorem. 
To prove the following Theorems 2 and 3, we need the following simple 
and useful lemma. 
LEMMA. If v, Adv, ( 0 for d > 1 and v, real, then 
(a) for d even, lim,,, Akv,/v,=Ofor 1 <k<d- 1 and each Akv,, 
0 <k < d - 1, has a definite limit ak as n+ 00. Also, there is a k,, 
0 < k, < d - 1 such that v, > 0 (< 0) implies 
a,= . . . = akn-l=+m (-a), ak, > o (<Oh 
(12) 
a ko+,=..-=ad-,- -0 
and 
(-l)k Akv, < 0 (> 0) for k,+ 1 <k<d- 1. (13) 
If k, = 0, then, dk, > 0 (< 0); 
(b) for d odd, either v, tends to zero monotonically as n -+ 00 or 
conclusion (a) is also valid except with (13) replaced by 
(-l)k+’ Akb, < 0 (>0) for k,+ 1 <k<d- 1. (13’) 
This lemma corresponds to a lemma in differentiation, in which the lemma 
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for d even and for d odd were given by Onose [4] and Kartsotos [3], respec- 
tively. The proof of the lemma is similar to that of differentiation except 
using Stolz theorem instead of 1’Hopital’s rule. The proof therefore will not 
be given. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose there exists an index v, 1 < v < m, such that 
condition (i) of theorem 1 is satisfied and there is a nonnegative constant p 
such that (iii)f,(du’, Lu2 ,..., Iud) = J24+‘f,,(~‘, u2,..., ad) for (u’, u2,..., ud) E 
Rd and all real 3, # 0, (iv) C”pvn = co. 
Then 
(a) for d even, every solution of (*d) is oscillatory; 
(b) for d odd, every solution of (xd) is oscillatory or tends to zero 
monotonically as n + 00. 
ProoJ We first prove part (a). Assume that there exists a nonoscillatory 
solution v, of (*,,) and v, > 0 for n > n,. Then, (*d) and the hypothesis (C,), 
(C,) imply ddjn-< 0 for n > n,. According to the lemma, we have 
lim dkv,/v, = 0 for l,(k<d-1 
n-m 
and, for all large n > n, > n,, from (12) and (13) 
Ad-b, > 0 and AU” > 0. 
If w, = & ‘v,/v,, then an easy computation leads to 
Aw, = AdV” Ad- ‘v n+lAV, 
vn V n+lv” 
< -$ ,‘$, Pinfi(vn,***,Ad-lv,) 
< - -$.f,(v.&,,..., Ad-+4 for n>n,. 
n 
This and hypothesis (iii) lead to 
Awn < --U~4Pvnfv(l,Avn/vn,..., Ad-‘v,/v,) 
< -v~llt)vnfu(l, Av,,lv,,..., Ad-‘v,/v,). 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
By hypothesis (ii) and (14), we can choose n, > n, large enough so that 
f,(L Av,,lvn,..., Ad-‘v,/v,) > f f,(l, 0 ,..., 0) for n>n,. (18) 
This fact and (17) imply that 
Aw, < -$ V$f”(L CL., qp,, for n > n, (19) 
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and so 
Ad-Iv 
;< 
Ad-b II2 
0, V 
for n > n2. (20) 
“2 n2 
If IZ -+ co, then the left side of the inequality (20) tends to zero by (14) and 
the right side of (20) tends to -co by the hypothesis (iv). This is a 
contradiction and proves (a). 
Now we prove part (b). Assume there exists a nonoscillatory solution v, 
of (*d) and v, > 0 for n > n,. Then, since condition (iv) implies condition 
(ii), according to Theorem 1, we have that either v, tends to zero 
monotonically as n -+ co or v, is unbounded. Suppose that it is the latter 
case. By the lemma, (12) and (13’) are valid. If k, # 0, then repeating the 
same arguments as in the proof of part (a) without any change, one obtains a 
contradiction. If k, = 0 then, from (12) it must be that v, has a finite limit a, 
and so v, is bounded, a contradiction. This completes the proof of(b). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose there exists an index v, 1 < v < m, such that 
conditions (i) and (iv) are satisfied. Also, suppose that 
(v) f,(-u’, -u* ,..., -u”) = -fJu’, u* ,..., u”) for (u’, u* ,..., u”) E Rd 
and, for any k, 1 < k < d, and any c > 0, the function f,(u ‘, u* ,..., ud) has a 
definite limit F,(k, c), which is positive or +cq as u’ --t +a,..., uk-’ + $-co, 
Uk + c, Uki 1 + 0 )...) Ud + 0. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds true. 
Proof: We prove only (b). Assume there exists a nonoscillatory solution 
v, of (ed) and v, > 0 for n > n, and v, does not tend to zero monotonically 
as n + co. Then, by Theorem 1, v, must be unbounded. Therefore, from the 
Lemma, we have k, > 0 in (12) (otherwise, k, = 0 implies that v, has a finite 
limit as n + co and v, is bounded, a contradiction). Thus, the hypothesis (v) 
implies that 
lim f,(v,, Au, ,..., Ad-‘v,) = F,(k, c) > c, > 0 (21) n-cc 
where c0 is some constant. Thus, we can choose n, large enough so that 
f,(v,, Au,, ,..., Ad- +.J,) > 2 for n>nn,>n,. 
By (13’), we have A d-lv,, > 0 for n > n, and, by (22), we have 
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n-1 m 
0 <Ad-‘0 
n 
=Ad-‘y n, - ,z ,F, Pis.UVn, Av,,.**, Ad-‘un) 
I 
n-1 
,< Ad-‘onI - c P&,(u~, Au,,..., Ad- ‘vi,> 
s=fl* 
(23) 
This is impossible due to the hypothesis C”p”,, = co. This proves the 
theorem. 
As a consequence of Theorems 1, 2, and 3, we have the following: 
COROLLARY. Under the condition of Theorem 1 (or Theorem 2, or 
Theorem 3) every solution v, of (ed) such that v, --t 0 as n + ux satisfies 
n’ A’v, + 0 as n + co monotonically for 1 < r & d - 1. (24) 
ProoJ By Theorem 1 (or 2, or 3), the case that v, + 0 as n + 00 happens 
only when d is odd and, from (12), (13’), we have the following conclusions: 
(l)Akv,, for 0 < k < d - 1 and n > n,, are of constant sign; (2) 1 Aku,j, for 
0 < k < d - 1 and n > n,, are decreasing; (3) Akvn --) 0 as n -+ co for 
O<k,<d-1. 
We show first that Ix” Av,l < co and, thus (24) for r = 1 is valid. In fact, 
for any E > 0, we can choose N 2 n,, such that I v, 1 < s/4 as n > N > n, and 
choose N, > N such that (N - 1) I Au, / < s/2 as n > N, . Then we have 
and 
for n >N (25) 
I ! 
~Au, =kIAo,(a(n-N+ l)(Av,( for n >,N, >,N. (26) 
N N 
Relations (25) and (26) imply the above assertion. 
Now,supposethatIC*)n”-‘A”v,l<ooand(24)forr=v,l<v~d-2, 
is valid. We prove that I C” n” A ‘+‘u,I < co and (24) for r = v + 1 holds 
true. It is easy to show that I ,7J” A(n”) A”v,+, I < co due to the assumption 
that ) C co n”- ’ A”u,, I < co. Therefore, for any E > 0, we can choose N > n, 
such that 
n-1 
n” IA”vnJ < c/12(v + 1) and c A(f) A”vS+, < E/~(v + 1) 
N 
for n>N. (27) 
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that 
I I k s” > n”+‘/2(v t 1) for N 
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can choose N, > N such 
n>N,. (28) 
By Abel’s Lemma and (27) 
n n n-1 s 
c s”A”+‘q = n” c A”+‘vs- 1 A@“) 1 A”+‘vj 
S=N I I S=N s=N j&N 
n-1 
= ~“(A”u~+ 1- A”u,) - x A(s”)(A”v,+ 1 - A”v,) 
N 
<n” IA”v,/ $ N" IA”z),I 
n-1 I 
t x A@“) A”u~+~ < E/~(v + 1) for n>N (29) 
N 
i.e., Ix” n”A”+l~nl < co. 
Moreover, from (28), we have 
> 1 
qv t 1) n “+I IA”+‘C for n > N,. (30) 
Therefore, (29) and (30) show that 
nut1 IA”+‘u,( <E for all n > N, 
and this proves the corollary. 
As we mentioned before, for the type of differential equation 
UCd) + f Pi(t)fi(u, IA’,..., U(d-‘)) = 0 (*iI> 
i=I 
wherep,EC([t,,+co), (O,+co))witht,>Ofor l<i<m, 
fj E C(Rd, R = (-op, +m)) and u, fi(U, 9 u2 Y**> ud) > 0 with 
u,#O and l<i<m, 
there exist results completely analogous to the ones for difference quations. 
The statements as Theorems 1’) 2’, 3’ are the same as Theorems 1, 2, 3 with 
assumptions (ii) and (iv) changed to s” td-‘p”(t)dt = co and 
l”p”(t) dt = co, respectively. Since the proofs are similar to those of 
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Theorem 1,2,3, they will not be given here. However, we remark that the 
results in the case m = 1 were given by Karsatos [2,3] and Onose [4-61. It 
is easy to apply the present criteria to determine oscillation of solutions of 
(*J or (*A). For instance, for the equation 
d4) + c1u3(c* + (U’)2)/t2 + c3 u(c, + (u”‘)4)/t3 + d/t = 0 (31) 
where ci > 0, 1 < i < 4, are arbitrary constants, Theorem 2’ implies that 
every solution of (24) on [to, co) is oscillatory. Choose v = 3, p3 = l/t, 
f3=Ui. 
If we only change the last item us/t to u1’3/t in Eq. (31). (Note that we 
only consider real functions A.) The same assertion is valid as above by 
Theorem 3 ‘. 
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